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Business Model

The Herrenknecht AG is an
international operating company
for the production of tunnel
boring machines (TBM). The
business model is to develop and
manufacture tunnel boring
machines according to specific
project requirements.

After a tunnelling project is
finished, the machine typically
did not reached its technical life
time. Therefore, Herrenknecht
conducts a machine analysis,
rebuys the complete TBM or the
reusable components and takes
them back to the Herrenknecht
Rebuilt Services in Kehl
(Germany). The fact, that all
tunnel boring machines are
custom made for the individual
geological requirements and
generally designed for several
project life cycles, makes the
buyback economically and the
reuse reduce the consumption of
resources.

Products

The products in the
remanufacturing process are
originally produced by
Herrenknecht. Due to individual
project requirements such as the
tunnel diameter, most of the
machine components are
individual designed. For bought-
in components like hydraulic
pumps or electronic motors,
Herrenknecht reduces the

number of variants.

Remanufacturing Process

In this case, the remanufacturing
process differ from other
industries caused by the
extraordinary product size and
the business model.

After the delivery of the TBM or
reusable components to Kehl,
the identification, disassembly,
initial analysis on component
level and the preservation for
storage starts. Then they are
stored at the open storage area
or weather protected in the
warehouse.

If a customer wants to buy a new
tunnel boring machine,
Herrenknecht starts a calculation
in order to define the selling
price. In this way, they try to
integrate reman components
from the current stock in the
new TBM to reduce the offered
price to the customer. They start
to analyze which of the available
components match to the TBM
technical specifications and
requirements and could be
remanufactured for the offered
tunnel boring machine.

After the customer releases the
order, the designing of the TBM
including the integration of the
reman parts starts. Here, they
define the remanufacturing
orders for the workshop and
suppliers. If the remanufacturing
process with its further
disassembling, cleaning,
remanufacturing, sandblasting,
painting and reassembling with
new spare parts is finished, the
components are delivered to the
Herrenknecht headquarter in
Schwanau in Germany. At these
location, the company starts with
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the final workshop assembly,
testing and certification of the
TBM. Caused by the different
types and sizes of the
components, the remanu-
facturing process has different
loops of cleaning,
disassembling and product
analyzing steps.

Unique Characteristic

The unique characteristic for
Herrenknecht is the
opportunity to design for
reman because they use
predominantly the similar key
components for drilling
machines.
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